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INSIDE
the news
Jack Dickson and the men’s soccer team 
played power soccer against the Northeast 
Passage PowerCats power soccer team on 
Saturday, March 25. 1610
Students running in the Student 
Senate general election share 
their campaign platforms for 
this week’s vote. 
Haines








continued on page 3
UNH journalism professor Tom Haines explores 
renewable energy by foot for his upcoming book on 
climate change
SHARPP street harassment wall dismantled  
UNH law school to welcome new dean to campus
SHARPP
continued on page 3
Dean
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Local Smuttynose Brewery brews UNH 1866 beer for the UNH 150 Celebration 
By Jocelyn Van Saun
STAFF WRITER
The Sexual Harassment 
and Rape Prevention Program 
(SHARPP) installed a display on 
the third fl oor of the Memorial 
Union Building (MUB) on Fri-
day, March 17, to kick off their 
street harassment awareness and 
prevention campaign. By the end 
of the day, the installment was 
dismantled after receiving nega-
tive reactions and feedback from 
university administration and stu-
dents, according to Dean of Stu-
dents Ted Kirkpatrick.  
According to SHARPP’s di-
rector, Amy Culp, SHARPP posts 
a display in the MUB every year 
to “help with education about im-
portant topics that relate to sexual 
violence, on campus and beyond.” 
Jordyn Haime, a freshman 
journalism major and SHARPP 
community educator, approached 
SHARPP for assistance in foster-
ing her project on street harass-
ment and developing it into a full 
campaign.  
“I experienced [street harass-
ment] and witnessed it way too 
much on campus,” Haime said. 
With help and guidance from 
the media outreach coordina-
tor of SHARPP, Connie DiSan-
to, Haime created a short survey 
to gather statistics from UNH 
students on their experience with 
street harassment.  
One of the fl yers on display 
in the MUB defi ned gender-based 
street harassment as “unwanted 
comments, gestures and actions 
forced on a stranger in a public 
place without their consent [that] 
is directed at them because of 
their actual or perceived sex, gen-
der, gender expression or sexual 
orientation.”  
The survey circulated on so-
cial media and was available for 
students to voluntarily take in the 
MUB during SHARPP’s tabling 
hours and asked students ques-
tions such as  “Have you ever ex-
perienced street harassment?” and 
if so, “Did you report this street 
harassment?”  
According to Culp, the data 
that Haime collected refl ected 
similar percentages to those found 
on national surveys.  
Along with answering the 
survey’s prompted questions, stu-
dents were also given the opportu-
nity to submit a quote of a specifi c 
time they had experienced street 
violence. The installment in the 
MUB included panels of defi ned 
“street harassment,” and included 
information found in Haime’s 
Courtesy of Connie DiSanto
SHARPP’s street harassment display in the MUB that was taken down  the same day.
Courtesy of Tom Haines
Haines most recently walked through the Texas Panhandle 
region where he slept at a windmill farm.
By Gates MacPherson
 CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The UNH School of Law 
will welcome Megan Carpenter, 
founder and co-director of the 
Center for Law and Intellectual 
Property at Texas A&M Univer-
sity School of Law and a distin-
guished professor of the program, 
as its new dean starting on July 1. 
Carpenter received her bach-
elor’s and master’s degrees in 
foreign language from West Vir-
ginia University, her J.D. from 
West Virginia University College 
of Law and her Master of Laws 
(LL.M.) from the National Uni-
versity of Galway, Ireland. 
Becoming dean of UNH 
School Law School, ranked sixth 
in the country for its intellectual 
property law program, according 
to U.S. News and World Report, 
is a natural fi t for Carpenter, a 
nationally recognized expert in 
intellectual property law.
“Franklin Pierce Law Cen-
ter was founded with intellectual 
BEER
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Courtesy of  Doug Horner 
Smuttynose’s ‘1866’ beer in honor of UNH’s 150th anniversary.
By Mark Kobzik 
STAFF WRITER
UNH Professor Jaed Cof-
fi n introduced his peer Tom 
Haines at a Faculty Fellow Talk 
titled “Walking to the Sun: A 21st 
Century Journey” on Thursday, 
March 23, by saying that Haines 
has been writing his upcoming 
book, “Walking to the Sun,” his 
entire life. This isn’t far from the 
truth. Haines has been a travel 
writer for decades and this Sep-
tember he will turn in his fi nal 
draft for publication. 
Haines recently returned 
from the Texas Panhandle region 
where he slept at a windmill farm. 
The windmills there go about 80 
meters high and produce enough 
electricity for tens of thousands of 
households in the state of Texas. 
This has been Haines’ life for 
years now. He’s been trekking 
across the country to fi nd where 
fossil fuels and renewable energy 
are making their impact both en-
vironmentally and economically. 
I spoke with Haines about 
his upcoming book and the fi ght 
against climate change. 
TNH: Was the driving force 
Brendon Burns
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
 The Smuttynose Brewery 
Company sold out of its newly 
released UNH-themed beer, 
“1866,” the week after its initial 
release on March 13. According 
to Smuttynose Brewery Commu-
nications Specialist Doug Horner, 
the process of brewing and can-
ning the beer took about two 
weeks before distribution and de-
livery to locations all throughout 
the seacoast. Smuttynose crafted 
the beer to celebrate UNH’s 150th 
anniversary.           
 “[One hundred fi fty] years 
of anything is worth celebrating, 
but to be an educational corner-
stone of our state is something 
truly special,” Horner said. “Hav-
ing the chance to help celebrate 
such a landmark milestone with 
such a landmark organization is 
a real honor for everyone here at 
Smuttynose, including our nu-
merous UNH alumni.”            
Horner noted that  brewer 
Hannah Johnson, a 2013 graduate 
of UNH, helps to brew the beer.     
“The beer style, an American 
Best Bitter, is a real rarity in the 
American beer scene,” Horner 
said. “When getting this project 
‘Walking to the Sun’
By Tyler Kennedy
CONTENT EDITOR
The Student Senate 
meeting on Sunday opened 
up with an appearance by 
Campus Recreation Director 
Stacey Hall, who proceeded 
to present Student Body 
President Jonathan Dean 
with a framed photo col-
lage that showcased students 
partaking in activities at 
the newly renovated Hamel 
Recreation Center (HRC). 
Student Senate Executive 
Offi cer Cameron Cook, who 
was the acting speaker for 
Sunday’s meeting, noted 
that the framed photo was a 







- Organic gardening 
club, MUB 115, 7-8 P.M.






- Anime Club, mUB 
338/340, 5-8 P.M.







Club, MUB 321, 6-7 P.M.
- MUB Lecture Series, 







Circle, MUB 18, 11:15 
A.M. - 1:15 P.M.
- Hijab For A Day – 
International Stu-
dent Organization, 
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Weather according to weather.com
On Sunday, March 26, UNH celebrated the Persian New Year, Now-
ruz, in the Granite State Room.
UNH Celebrates Persian New Year
Th e women’s lacrosse team was defeated by  Stony Brook, 14-2, on 
Saturday in its fi rst America East game of the season. 








Known for his role as Kevin 
McArthur in the television 
show “The League,” comedian 
Steve Rannazzisi performed 
in the Granite State Room on 
Saturday, March 25.
Hillel, the student Jewish orga-
nization on campus, celebrated 
the Jewish tradition Shabbat on 
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behind the book a sense of insu-
larity we have as consumers of 
energy— how removed we are 
from the process of knowing how 
homes are fueled and things like 
that? 
Haines: It was a lot of differ-
ent things, but I do think the driv-
ing motivation was the insularity. 
I think we all live in and enjoy this 
industrial world, and for me I feel 
like there’s this big disconnect. 
We almost can’t get our heads 
around our own involvement. My 
basement has a furnace that pro-
duces energy for my household, 
but I never see where it comes 
from and so going to these places 
was to try to reconnect on a per-
sonal level… It all comes back 
to the over-insulation of living in 
an industrial world. The project 
was about the reconnection to the 
problem we face, but also land 
and to nature. 
TNH: Do you think the travel 
writing aspect helped your book, 
instead of being too scientifically 
or economically driven? 
Haines: I do try to bring in 
scientific information. There are 
parts where I talk about climate 
change or economics, but to me, 
the travel, movement and go-
ing to the source was key. The 
bottom line is that there’s a lot 
to be learned and understood at 
ground level. For an average per-
son, to read more reports about 
climate change or explanations 
about what’s happening to earth, 
is totally useful and important, 
but I think this book is meant to 
be much more of an experience 
for a reader. To see what’s in-
volved in the fossil fuel industry, 
learn about some characters and 
see a ground level experience 
because frankly that’s what I like 
to do.
I think another big piece of 
the walking aspect was to put my-
self in nature. There were some 
days when I was in the middle of 
nowhere, slogging along thirsty 
and hot, but it makes me much 
more aware to the place. When 
I was in Maine, I knew I was in 
Maine; I was on the coast. It was 
windy and I watched the tide go in 
and out. In Wyoming, I was on the 
prairie and there are rattle snakes 
and stuff. Had I been in a car or 
a machine, that’s another level of 
insulation. So walking was a big 
piece of breaking through that in-
sulation. 
TNH: Do you see a transfor-
mation going on in yourself after 
these trips? 
Haines: Definitely. I think 
the bottom line, personally, just 
having had those experiences, 
I’m much more in tune with how 
much I consume. So it might just 
be like turn off the lights, drive 
less often, reduce, reuse, recycle; 
my point being like even right 
now I’m in my office and it’s 
sunny so I don’t have my lights 
on. I know it sounds like a silly 
little thing, but I know that the 
power needed for those lights is 
coming from some power sta-
tion, which runs on coal and 
gas running from places I’ve 
visited. Part of it is psychologi-
cal, I’m just more tuned into it 
what I do…I think of this book 
as a kind of social act. I hope it is 
informative and provocative for 
other people… My book is about 
the cultural and social shift at a 
larger scale, that we need to be 
investing in renewable energies 
at a big, big level. 
TNH: Has the mood 
changed since Trump got into 
office? In terms of the direction 
the country is now going, invest-
ing more in fossil fuel and deny-
ing climate change, at least at a 
federal level. 
Haines: It was business 
as usual at the ground level. I 
was at the Panhandle of Texas 
and windmill development was 
driven by business decisions 
that were already made. But as 
an observer, what this project 
has shown me is that we need to 
move as fast as possible in deal-
ing with climate change. Any ad-
ministration that doesn’t do that 
means that we’re losing time 
and we’re making the problem 
worse. Political parties are going 
to fight about it and waste time. 
TNH: How planned out were 
your trips? Did you just go into 
these places? 
Haines: I have a lot of expe-
rience as a reporter doing this. I 
go to an oil rig or a windmill farm, 
but I do research beforehand and 
I’ll read about it and make a few 
phone calls. I make sure I’m not 
going to get someplace and find 
out it’s been a long hike. I go into 
it and I’m always confident I’ll 
find a story but I don’t know what 
that story will be. This way the 
story is defined by these places 
and not by me… a lot of the con-
tent is defined by the nature and 
what I see. 
Tom Haines is an award-win-
ning travel writer and has report-
ed from over 40 countries. He’s 
worked for The Boston Globe 
and has published works in The 
New York Times and The Atlantic, 
among other major publications. 
“Walking to the Sun” is set to be 
published in the summer of 2018 
by ForeEdge, the trade imprint of 
University Press of New England. 
SHARPP
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snapshot survey, including direct 
quotes from students who had 
experienced street harassment at 
UNH. The panels also highlight-
ed the resources that are available 
to students who experience street 
harassment. 
This installment was intend-
ed to be on display throughout 
April, which is “Sexual Assault 
Awareness Month” and coincide 
with “International Anti-Street 
Harassment Week,” which is 
April 2-8.  
According to Culp, DiSan-
to and Haime excluded strongly 
worded panels that were thought 
to potentially cause controver-
sy. DiSanto also informed the 
MUB of the concept of the cam-
paign prior to its installation.  
“The installation went up, 
and the staff was still prepared to 
make adjustments, or temper, cer-
tain quotes, as needed,” Culp said. 
On the same day of the wall’s in-
stallation, SHARPP’s office was 
notified by the MUB that they 
were being told by administra-
tion that the wall was offensive. 
After DiSanto and Culp came to 
an agreement with Kirkpatrick, an 
agreement was made that four of 
the panels that were found most 
offensive would be replaced.  
However, when SHARPP staff 
members went back to the MUB 
to alter the display accordingly, 
they found that the wall was al-
ready being taken down by MUB 
staff.  
On Friday, Culp and DiS-
anto accompanied Haime to a 
meeting with Kirkpatrick, who 
had the final say in the removal of 
the display.  
According to Kirkpat-
rick, multiple members of the 
UNH community voiced con-
cerns that the language in some of 
the placards was beyond what the 
reasonable person would expect 
to see in a public space.  
“Put another way, while I am 
certain that this was not the in-
tent of the display, the fact is that 
the display elicited strong nega-
tive reactions from some who saw 
it,” Kirkpatrick said. “Important-
ly, the university does not shrink 
from its loyalty to the principle 
of free speech but the university 
does ask members of its commu-
nity to respect a sense of decorum 
and civility in order that heated 
debate about important and press-
ing issues may obtain.” 
An article posted on 
WMUR’s webpage stated that 
UNH officials told WMUR that 
the display “did not adhere to es-
tablished standards for material 
posted on the walls of common 
spaces where profane/vulgar lan-
guage is prohibited.” However, 
Haime said that neither she, nor 
SHARPP, were made aware of 
any such standards when their 
plan for the display was pitched. 
According to Haime, the article 
on WMUR was the first they’d 
heard of this.  
Additionally, open house 
season for admitted students and 
their families began last week 
and, according to Kirkpatrick, 
some of the “language used on 
the MUB wall placards was not 
suitable for young children or for 
those members of our publics and 
our campus community who have 
strong personal convictions that 
may originate from religious, 
spiritual or ethnic roots.” 
Kirkpatrick felt another 
matter of concern with the dis-
play spoke to the importance of 
“strong research design when at-
tempting to measure the true inci-
dence and prevalence of any hu-
man behavior.” 
Kirkpatrick said that he ap-
preciates Haime’s commitment to 
the matter and feels he and oth-
ers would “find such a study to 
be useful in determining the ex-
tent to which our students report 
such unwelcome attention in their 
everyday lives on campus.” 
However, Haime said that 
during her meeting with Kirkpat-
rick, she did not feel that he was 
“on [SHARPP’s] side.” 
“Silencing the issue of street 
harassment is telling me and 
other students that these stories 
don’t matter and that the issue 
doesn’t matter to them,” Haime 
said. “These are real things said 
by students… [SHARPP] is try-
ing to [provide] a platform so 
the voices [of those who have ex-
perienced street harassment] can 
be heard and we can start a dis-
cussion about it.” 
The MUB has re-
placed SHARPP’s wall with a 
display of contributions students 
have made to the community, ac-
cording to Haime. She feels that 
this is ironic because “that was 
what [she] was trying to do.” 
“SHARPP continues to sup-
port [Haime’s] creation of this 
awareness campaign and giv-
ing her, and other victims of 
street harassment, a voice,” Culp 
said. SHARPP will continue their 
street harassment campaign with 
posters displayed around campus 
and used on April 13 during their 
anti-violence rally and walk. 
Confidential SHARPP ad-
vocates are available to those 
who have been affected by any 
form of sexual/relationship vio-
lence 24-hours a day, 365-days 
a year, by calling (603) 862-7233 
(SAFE).
Courtesy of Tom Haines
Photos from Haines’ most recent adventure to a Texas 
windmill farm.
Senate
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Dean implied that he shouldn’t 
be the one receiving all the credit. 
“[Hall] presented [the 
framed photo collage] as more 
of a thank you for all the hard 
work by all the students over the 
years—for giving their input and 
being involved in this joint pro-
cess,” Dean said. “I was just the 
guy at the end of it, I guess.”
According to Dean, Hall 
said there have been over 9,000 
different students who have used 
the HRC since it opened up for 
full use at the beginning of this 
semester.  Dean also noted that 
the new music and performance 
area of the center will soon be 
completed. 
Sunday’s meeting also saw 
the confirmation of sophomore 
Audrey Getman as the next chair-
person of the Academic Affairs 
Council.
“[Getman] will be a great 
addition to the team and take over 
for some of the work our former 
academic affairs chair, Bryce 
Moser, was doing,” Dean said. 
Another course of action 
taken by the senate in the latest 
meeting was the addressing of a 
bylaw amendment that would po-
tentially change the time-window 
for officers to be nominated and 
approved. The bill didn’t receive 
the necessary votes and ultimate-
ly failed.
The student senate speaker 
is supposed to fill the officer po-
sitions by the end of March, and 
according to Dean, there have 
been issues with this getting done 
because of “spring break and a 
number of other reasons.”
Dean said the senate voted 
down the bylaw amendment be-
cause “we want to hold ourselves 
accountable to that date, and al-
though we may go past that date, 
we want to make sure we’re as 
close to it as possible.”
The process of nominations 
individuals for the position of 
student senate speaker, currently 
held by senior Alexander Fries, is 
currently open. Six senators were 
nominated for the position at 
Sunday’s meeting, but only three 
of them accepted the nomination: 
Ian Kyle, Brennan Pouliot and 
Shannon O’Hara. Student senate 
speaker nominations will remain 
open for the remainder of this 
week. 
Finally, Jesse Austin was ap-
proved for the position of senate 
parliamentarian. In accepting this 
position, Austin has vacated his 
previous position as senate his-
torian.








Nowruz is a celebration of 
not only the fi rst day of spring, 
but also the beginning of a new 
year for Iranian individuals all 
over the world. The Nowruz 
marks the vernal equinox, which 
usually occurs around March 21, 
when the sun crosses the celestial 
equator. This also equalizes the 
night and day, and is calculated 
yearly so that those who cele-
brate the Persian New Year know 
exactly when to celebrate it. 
On Sunday, UNH held its 
own celebration for Nowruz, 
sponsored by the Iranian Asso-
ciation of New Hampshire. This 
year, Iranians celebrated year 
1396. 
Attendees were presented 
with several poplar Iranian pas-
tries and snacks, such as baklava. 
After the introductory snack and 
change to mingle with other at-
tendees present at their tables, 
the Aftab Dance Group, an Irani-
an dance company from Boston, 
performed. They danced to sev-
eral popular Iranian dance songs 
before a live Iranian band came 
onstage. 
The group serenaded every-
one in attendance, with sounds of 
traditional Persian instruments 
as well as lyrics, which, though 
written in Farsi, told stories of 
lost love, celebrating new begin-
nings and living a full and happy 
life. 
There is a ceremonial table 
called the Sofreh-e Haft Seen, 
where each dish placed on the 
table starts with the Persian let-
ter Seen. Additionally, on this 
table there are seven dishes, with 
the number seven being a sacred 
number in Iran since ancient 
times. The number seven also 
stands for the seven angelic her-
alds of life: rebirth, health, hap-
piness, prosperity, joy, patience 
and beauty. 
The symbolic dishes consist 
of apples (seeb) which symbol-
ize beauty and health, dried fruits 
(Senjed) symbolizing love, coins 
(sekkeh) symbolizing prosperity, 
garlic (seer) symbolizing medi-
cine, Berries (Somaq) symbol-
izing the color of the sunrise, 
wheat (sabzeh) symbolizing 
growth and pudding (Samanu) 
which symbolizes affl uence. 
In addition to these seven 
dishes, there are also fl owers, 
eggs, candles, mirrors and a 
goldfi sh. These last items repre-
sent aroma, rebirth, brightness, 
refl ection and life.  
After the live performance, 
attendees were given a chance to 
try various Iranian foods, such as 
Fesenjan, a walnut, pomegranate 
and plum pudding. Once every-
one had a chance to eat, the danc-
ing began. 
People were taught several 
popular Iranian dances that not 
only consisted of body move-
ments, but were very centered on 
hand motions, as the hands are 
used to convey both emotions 
and words while dancing.
It wasn’t long before ev-
eryone in the room was dancing 
their hearts away to the Persian 
music echoing throughout the 
room. The music and dancing 
brought everyone together, giv-
ing individuals a chance to not 
only learn some new dances, but 
also try out new foods and expe-
rience a new culture. 
The dancing lasted two 
hours, after which attendees 
posed for a group photo and went 
on their way.   
UNH celebrates Persian New Year through dishes, music and dancing
TNH PHOTO ALBUM Persian New Year
On Sunday, March 26, UNH held its own cele-
bration for Norwuz, sponsored by the Iranian 
Association of New Hampshire, in the Granite 
State Room (GSR).
PHOTOS BY ANITA KOTOWICZ/STAFF
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By Chris Edwards
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Fans lined up on Saturday 
night at the front door of the Gran-
ite State Room all the way to the 
Strafford room in anticipation for 
a comedy night show put on by 
Campus Activities Board (CAB) 
with the help of the Interfrater-
nity Council (IFC) that featured 
Steve Rannazzisi, known for both 
portraying Kevin McArthur in the 
television show “The League”, 
and as the spokesman for Buffalo 
Wild Wings. 
“I was a fan of ‘The League,’” 
freshman political science and 
international affairs dual major 
Gordon Guilmette said.  “…I’m 
interested to see him perform on 
his own.”
 Similarly, sophomore ac-
counting major Emily Coats said, 
“I have high expectations. I think 
it’ll be very funny.” 
Rannazzisi did not fail to liv-
en the crowd. He told stories about 
his sons, ages 4 and 8, and about 
his life at home. He went on to talk 
about how you never really get a 
break as a parent and that when-
ever you get that “eight seconds” 
of free time, enjoy it. 
Continuing his story, Ran-
nazzisi said, “I’m sitting, watching 
TV and I hear my 8-year-old son 
yell down the stairs ‘Daddy come 
here! You’re not going to like this’ 
Whenever you hear your son say 
that, there is (a great) chance that 
he is right. Daddy is not going to 
be happy.” 
Rannazzisi said that someone 
had peed in his 8-year-old son’s 
shirt drawer. 
“Do you think mommy did 
it?” his son had asked, to which 
Rannazzisi responded with, “I do 
not think mommy hates herself 
enough to lift her leg and pee on 
the same shirts she has to wash.”
Steve had the room full of 
laughter from wall to wall, and 
students seemed to enjoy the 
show. 
“I thought it was funny,” 
freshman Abby Kautz said. 
“He [Rannazzisi] had really 
good jokes,” freshman statistics 
major Cameron Young said. “It 
was a really funny and enjoyable 
performance.” 
CAB President William 
Boyce, talked about the process in 
choosing a comedian in an email 
earlier this week.
“CAB’s comedy chair heads 
up the search for all the comedi-
ans CAB brings throughout the 
program year. This year’s chair, 
Genevieve Wolfe, has been noth-
ing short of a super star in this 
task,” Boyce said in the email. 
“The goal is to find a comedian 
with some name recognition, who 
is within our budget, and growing 
in popularity. We strive to bring a 
great comedian for an even better 
price.” In the past, CAB has most 
notably hosted Nicole Byer, Ron-
ny Chieng, Mike Birbiglia and Jay 
Pharaoh.
CAB’s next big event is Ca-
sino Night on April 1 at 9 p.m. 
This is a “Great Gatsby” themed 
event, so dress to impress! There 
will be Blackjack, Poker, Roulette 
and Craps. You can find the whole 
list of upcoming events on CAB’s 
Wildcat Link page. 
 
UNH hosts comedian Steve Rannazzisi, enjoyed by many ‘Cats
Chris Edwards/Contributing
Comedian Steve Rannazzisi, known for his role as 
Kevin McArthur in the television show “The League”, 
performs a comedy show night in the Granite State 
Room.
property at its core—it was 
started by people with interests 
in different approaches to legal 
education, one that would focus 
on technology and innovation and 
prepare students with the skills 
necessary to practice law in a 
global setting,” Carpenter said. 
The UNH School of Law is 
also recognized globally for the 
students that graduate and enter 
the field of intellectual property 
law.
“There are a lot of top, pri-
vate intellectual property sector 
positions globally held by [UNH] 
graduates including at companies 
like Microsoft, Bayer, Pepsi Co., 
Shell, MasterCard, Disney India 
and Hershey, so the strength of 
the intellectual property program 
at UNH is unparalleled,” Carpen-
ter explained. 
Not only will Carpenter be 
one of the most qualified deans 
UNH has had in terms of back-
ground in intellectual property 
law, she will also be the first fe-
male dean of the school since its 
founding in 1973.
“It is incredibly meaningful 
to me,” Carpenter said. “I think 
that to have women in positions 
of leadership in law schools is in-
creasingly important as we move 
forward.”
Though the strength of 
UNH’s intellectual law program 
is a major point of interest for 
Carpenter, the UNH community 
is what stood out to her.
“There is such an active 
and loyal alumni and commu-
nity base that is involved in the 
law school…the opportunity to 
further develop those relation-
ships with the community and the 
alumni is something that drew me 
[to UNH],” Carpenter said. 
One of the main goals Car-
penter has for when she becomes 
dean is to further develop the rela-
tionship between the law school, 
UNH’s main campus and the 
community. 
“I see enormous potential 
for interdisciplinary connections 
with the main campus. I think that 
legal education has often been 
looked at in isolation, but what we 
need to do is consider the law as 
it is also connected with so many 
other disciplines,” Carpenter said. 
“The people that need to be 
thinking about legal issues are all 
over the place, whether they’re 
in journalism, political science, 
engineering or biotech, there are 
a lot of possibilities to integrating 
the law school programmatically 
with the broader university com-
munity,” Carpenter explained. 
For now, Carpenter is focus-
ing on what she can accomplish in 
her first 100 days on campus. 
“In the first 100 days of my 
deanship…I am going to em-
bark on a listening tour. I want 
to gather insights and ideas and 
contexts from people connected 
to the school—faculty, staff, stu-
dents, alumni and members of the 
broader university community,” 
Carpenter said. 
“I think that joining UNH 
isn’t just about joining a school, 
it’s about joining a community on 
a whole,” Carpenter said. “That’s 
something I’m looking forward 
to.” 
Dean
continued from page 1
off the ground, everyone here 
at Smuttynose knew that UNH 
deserved a beer that stands out 
as much as 150 years of history 
does.”           
 According to Horner, the fla-
vor of the 1866 is created by the 
precise use of some British malts 
to bring a soft bready and toasty 
component to the flavor. He said 
that the hops chosen were a blend 
of American hops to give some of 
the citrusy and fruity notes that 
are trademarks of American hops. 
Hints of spice and floral were also 
added to give a traditional English 
hops sensation.            
“There is also a very inter-
esting correlation to UNH as this 
style was certainly being brewed 
and consumed in 1866,” Horner 
said. “I think the 1866 is a great 
vehicle to bring back a beer style 
that has been around since UNH 
was founded.”          
  The flavor of 1866 uses a 
slight American twist on the Tra-
ditional British Best Bitter style. 
Horner said that Best Bitter is a 
drinkable style yet balanced be-
tween malt and hops with a lower 
alcohol percentage. He said that 
today, the Best Bitter style is not 
very common in the U.S., espe-
cially with the current focus on 
very hoppy and higher ABV (al-
cohol by volume) beers.         
“I think [1866] is unique be-
cause there are very few beers of 
this style being produced in Amer-
ica,” Horner said. “It also fits our 
heritage in New England that har-
kens back to the U.K., yet we like 
to make it our own way. Truly in 
the Yankee (not the NYC baseball 
team) spirit.”           
 According to Horner, his in-
terpretation for the UNH beer is 
that the malt needs to be slightly 
sweet and have some bread crust 
notes. He said that the malt of the 
1866 is made with enough hop fla-
vor and bitterness to slightly pull 
the needle to the hop side. Smutty-
nose finished the 1866 with some 
light fruity esters from the fermen-
tation, complimented by a mix of 
citrus and spicy hop aromas.        
“If you get the mix just right, 
the drinkability is very high,” 
Horner said. “This is necessary 
for a beer to be truly session-able, 
or as I like to say a ‘social lubri-
cant.’”          
Horner said that UNH want-
ed a beer that would appeal to a 
broad and diverse audience, yet be 
unique like the UNH community 
at the same time.           
 “That is a tough set of crite-
ria given that the beer drinker of 
today is much different than the 
beer drinker of five, 10, 20 and 
certainly 30 years ago,” Horner 
said.
Beer
continued from page 1
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By Zerina Bajramovic
STAFF WRITER
Born in Philadelphia and 
raised in Harrisburg, Pennsyl-
vania, James Anderson made 
the decision to attend college at 
UNH upon attending a concert 
the university put on by The Stu-
dent Committee on Popular En-
tertainment (SCOPE). The con-
cert that solidified Anderson’s 
choice to come to UNH was The 
Roots. 
Anderson described The 
Roots’ concert as “inspiring.” 
“This was my foot into the 
music industry,” Anderson said. 
“I was drawn to New England.” 
A 2007 UNH alumnus, An-
derson, president and founder of 
One If By Land Productions, has 
stayed in touch with both his New 
England and UNH roots. Now a 
resident of Boston, Anderson is 
SCOPE’s current booking agent. 
A self-proclaimed “musical om-
nivore,” Anderson specializes in 
creating first class college and 
university concerts. 
On March 23, Anderson 
joined Nate Hastings, coordi-
nator of student organizations 
and leadership, for a question-
and-answer interview as part of 
the Memorial Union Building’s 
(MUB) Lessons in Leadership 
series. The alumni based inter-
view series invites UNH alumni 
back to campus to talk about 
their experiences as both UNH 
students and graduates in rela-
tion to their present day work. 
The series takes place every oth-
er Thursday in MUB 203 from 5 
to 6 p.m.
“I don’t know if you can tell 
by my flannel…” joked Anderson 
with the audience while sporting 
a red and white flannel, “…but I 
still have some New Hampshire 
in me.” 
Upon deciding to attend 
UNH, Anderson was heavily 
involved in SCOPE, as well as 
the Student Environmental Ac-
tion Committee (SEAC), the 
New Hampshire Outing Club 
(NHOC), and was a Resident 
Hall Advisor (RA) during his 
time at the university. 
“The college market is dif-
ferent from going to see a show 
at the House of Blues or a club,” 
Anderson said to the students in 
attendance. 
He continued to describe to 
the students the difference be-
tween hard ticket and soft ticket 
sales in the industry. Soft ticket 
sales differentiate from hard 
ticket sales as they are primarily 
for colleges, festivals and events 
taking place at fairs and casinos. 
Anderson has dealt with both 
types of ticket sales. 
Anderson has booked both 
big names in the business as well 
as up-and-coming acts. 
In the past, Anderson has 
booked artists such as Drake, 
Wiz Khalifa, Passion Pit and 
recently Future. He has worked 
with many colleges in the gener-
al area including Boston College, 
Colby College, Lesley Univer-
sity and, of course, UNH.
“The power of the single is 
just as important as 50, 60 years 
ago,” Anderson said. “Some-
times there’s overnight success, 
but it is not always like that.” 
Anderson shared that a typi-
cal day in his life almost always 
starts with coffee and browsing 
music blogs. Anderson keeps up-
to-date with various music blogs 
in order to stay informed on what 
people are talking about. These 
blogs include: Pitchfork, Rolling 
Stones, Conciseness of Sound and 
Complex. According to Anderson, 
having “a pulse on all genres” is 
crucial, but he jokingly asked for 
some country music blog recom-
mendations from the audience. 
“Finding out what people 
are listening to and what’s going 
to work on their campus is im-
portant,” Anderson said. He de-
scribed this process as a “custom, 
personalized approach… It is not 
just about selling a show.” 
“Good communication is key 
to everything in life,” Anderson 
said. But communication is not 
something that Anderson lacked. 
As a high school band member, 
Anderson has always had an ear 
for music and scouting talent. He 
described himself as “young and 
hungry to find new talent” upon 
graduating from UNH. This en-
trepreneurial mindset is what 
caused Anderson to open up his 
own business. 
Anderson’s advice for cur-
rent and future students: “Set 
goals in life, but don’t take your-
self too seriously.” 
FYI!
English 401 paper? 
business plan?FIRE
Come to one of our First-Year
Research Drop-In Sessions
Lessons in Leadership welcomes James Anderson ’07 
“I don’t know if you can tell by my flan-
nel…but I still have some New Hamp-
shire in me.”
James Anderson
UNH ’07, founder of One If By Land Productions
DENVER – Two teenage 
girls were barred by a gate 
agent from boarding a United 
Airlines flight from Denver to 
Minneapolis on Sunday be-
cause they were wearing leg-
gings, according to a spokes-
man for the airline.
The girls, whose ages 
were not specified, were 
not allowed onto the morn-
ing flight because they were 
traveling under an employee 
travel pass that includes a 
dress code, United spokes-
man Jonathan Guerin said.
The dress code bars 
pass travelers from wearing 
spandex or Lycra pants such 
as leggings. The teenagers 
agreed to change their cloth-
ing and take a later flight, 
Guerin said, but the airline’s 
actions sparked a quick back-
lash on Twitter.
Activist Shannon Watts 
of Denver tweeted that she 
witnessed Sunday’s events 
and questioned United’s deci-
sion to police women’s cloth-
ing.
Watts said the girl’s fa-
ther was allowed to board 
while wearing shorts and 
called the airline’s policy sex-
ist.
Regularly ticketed pas-
sengers are not subject to 
the same dress code and can 
wear leggings, Guerin said. 
But the airline was standing 
by its policy for pass travelers 
because they are essentially 
representing the company, he 
said.
“We would ask the same 
of pass riders who were wear-
ing flip-flops or who were 
wearing clothing that re-
vealed their undergarments or 
torn, tattered jeans,” Guerin 
said.
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. 
– An Arkansas lawmaker is 
proposing an expansion of the 
state’s indecent exposure law 
in a move that opponents say 
would target transgender peo-
ple’s use of bathrooms.
Republican Rep. Bob 
Ballinger’s bill would make it 
a crime for people to know-
ingly expose their sex organs 
to someone of the opposite sex 
in a public place under circum-
stances that are likely to cause 
alarm.
Ballinger says the mea-
sure was needed to protect 
children in situations such as 
when a father takes his daugh-
ter into a men’s restroom. It 
would make it a crime for the 
men to deliberately expose 
themselves to the child.
But American Civil Lib-
erties Union of Arkansas legal 
counsel Holly Dickson says 
the bill really targets transgen-
der people.
Arkansas law targets transgenders





Part time bicycle mechanic - must have experience working in a full service bike shop. 
Flexible hours.  
Apply at Durham Bike and Sports or call  397-5140.
Classified 
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With a Valid Student ID
Dine In or Take Out, Not Valid on Delivery
SAVEEveryTuesday
20  %
Save Money...  
GET MAC! 
It’s a WIN-WIN on Student Tuesdays!





Chicken Bacon Ranch 
Blazin’ Buffalo Chicken Mac
Jalapeño Popper Mac 
 PLUS many more flavors or create your own!
Eat In, Drive-Thru, Take Out or We’ll Deliver! 
SwipeIt.Forward@unh.edu
unh.edu/dining/swipeitforward
If you’ve answered yes to any of these questions,
please let us help! SwipeIt.Forward@unh.edu
Have you ever cut the size of your meals or 
skipped meals?
2
Has the food you’ve bought ever not lasted?1
Did you ever eat less than you felt you should  
or been hungry but didn’t eat at all?
3





Each organization in the 
UNH Diversity Support Coali-
tion held events to celebrate and 
raise awareness for all the vari-
ous cultural traditions that make 
up UNH, as part of UNH’s Di-
versity Week. UNH Hillel, the 
student Jewish organization on 
campus, held a free dinner at 
the Waysmeet Center on Fri-
day March 24, in celebration of 
Shabbat.
“Shabbat is the day of rest 
in the Jewish religion, and it 
takes place every Friday night 
at sundown to Saturday night at 
sundown. You usually would be 
in temple praying in the morn-
ing,” Hillel president and sopho-
more social work major Faye 
DiBella said. “So we kind of try 
and hold a dinner once a semes-
ter to celebrate. But it does hap-
pen weekly.”
The dinner began with a 
lighting of the Shabbat candles 
by DiBella, as it is customary in 
the Jewish faith for women and 
children to perform this part of 
the ceremony. 
“For those of you who don’t 
know the practice, you light the 
candles, you wave your hands 
around them three times, and 
then you cover your eyes and say 
the blessing,” DiBella said.
The lighting was followed 
by a blessing and reading from 
the Torah in both Hebrew and 
English. After the blessings were 
completed, a traditional Jewish 
dinner was served.
“So there’s always challah. 
Challah is braided bread that al-
most all Jewish people eat, espe-
cially on the holidays and espe-
cially around Shabbat,” DiBella 
said. “There’s not a ton of foods 
that are specifically for Shab-
bat.” Chicken was served along 
with an Israeli salad made up of 
tomato and cucumbers, cuscus 
and a side of hummus.
The Waysmeet Center was 
an ideal location to hold the 
Shabbat dinner, given that the or-
ganization has had a connection 
with UNH Hillel for 20 years.
“We’re a community center 
that does a bunch of different 
things,” Chaplain and executive 
director of the Waysmeet Cen-
ter Larry Brickner-Wood said. 
“One is trying to build com-
mon ground amongst folks of 
all different social identities and 
spiritual traditions and ways of 
being in the world. And we do 
that through the residential com-
munity that we have here. We’ve 
had all kinds of groups, our 
building is probably used every 
night by someone.”
Continuing the theme of Di-
versity week, Hillel followed the 
dinner by holding an event with 
the UNH Black Student Union 
(BSU) and Mosaico at 7:30 p.m. 
in the MUB. 
“And we’re doing an hour 
of dance, show-casing and teach-
ing dances from each of our cul-
tures,” DiBella said prior to the 
second event.
Hillel holds its meetings in 
MUB Room 145 every Tuesday 
at 6 p.m. 
“We are really culturally 
Jewish, but we welcome all 
forms, even if people aren’t Jew-
ish,” DiBella said.
“I’m just hoping that people 
come and enjoy the food and 
the community and really get a 
chance to think about Shabbat 
and how they can practice in 
their own ways,” DiBella said. 
“Shabbat does not have to be 
celebrated with no work and no 
electricity. It really can be inter-
preted in a lot of different ways.”
UNH organization showcases Jewish culture by celebrating Shabbat
TNH PHOTO ALBUM Celebrating Shabbat
Hillel, the student Jewish organization on campus, hosted 
a free dinner at the Waysmeet Center on Friday, Mar. 24 in 
celebration of Shabbat.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF LARRY BRICKNER-WOOD
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CAB hosts meme themed bingo night
By Aaron Rago 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Campus Activities 
Board (CAB) hosted another 
bingo night this past Thursday, 
though this event was different 
from the rest as its theme was 
“Meme Bingo,” and revolved 
around popular internet jokes. 
CAB hosts a bingo night ev-
ery third Thursday of the month 
at 9 p.m. in the Granite State 
Room, each of which has a sig-
nature theme. CAB’s most prom-
inent bingo-themed events are 
Halloween Bingo in the fall and 
Sex-Ed Bingo in the spring. This 
particular bingo night was fi lled 
with the most popular memes 
of internet culture ranging from 
Arthur-clenching-fi st memes to 
emotional Drake memes.   
The line to get a “good” 
table this past time stretched past 
Union Court, often reaching the 
Strafford Room. Within the line, 
students could be seen camping 
out hours before the event doing 
homework.
If you are picturing numbers 
being called out in a dull, steady 
monotone to a quiet crowd, think 
again. The most recent bingo 
night was fi lled with endless en-
ergy and enthusiasm, which fos-
tered a zero-judgement, carefree, 
party-like atmosphere. 
Each round of bingo was 
complete with singing, dancing, 
dank memes, games and nov-
elties like a John Cena cutout, 
horse head and a swan pool fl oat. 
The stage featured students bat-
tling out tie breakers through lip 
syncs and dance-offs to hits like 
Vanessa Carlton’s “A Thousand 
Miles” and the 2012 viral dance 
sensation, “Harlem Shake.” 
Meme bingo brought out 
student veterans of bingo night as 
well as some newcomers. 
“There is a lot more energy 
than old people bingo,” freshman 
psychology major Hannah Dukat 
said, a newcomer to bingo nights. 
Bingo night also saw what 
is arguably its biggest fans, the 
“Bingo Boyz,” a group of fi ve 
freshmen college of engineering 
and physical sciences (CEPS)
majors, Chris Schwartz, Kenneth 
Severance-Camp, Joshua Rush, 
Connor Melican and Graeme 
Lambert, who are always in at-
tendance. They wore their own 
custom made sky blue shirts, 
each labeled with one letter spell-
ing “BINGO.”
“Yeah, bingo night is kind of 
our thing. It’s just silly and fun,” 
Schwartz said. They even have 
their own Instagram page, @
thosebingoboyz69.
The night ended with black-
out bingo with the top prize up for 
grabs, a 32-inch plasma screen 
TV. The prize was awarded to 
sophomore economics and po-
litical science dual major Rowan 
Ferrier.  It was his fi rst time at-
tending bingo night. 
“I never really played bingo, 
maybe a little in high school,” 
Ferrier said. “You don’t realize 
how much fun you are having un-
til you have one square left.” 
The brains behind this oper-
ation were bingo night co-chairs 
and sophomore communication 
majors, Christine Speranza and 
Julia London. Their responsibili-
ties include choosing the prizes, 
organizing the event, and most 
importantly, selecting the various 
themes of bingo night. 
When asked about their in-
spiration for the meme theme, 
Speranza said, “We are both ob-
sessed with the internet. We love 
making people laugh, and memes 
do just that. Everyone loves 
memes.”
Courtesy of UNH CAB
(Left) Campus Activities Board (CAB) treated students to a bingo night full of dancing and lip syncing. (Right) Students 
who participated in “Meme Bingo” were able to win prizes such as a John Cena cutout, a swan pool fl oat and a 32-inch 
plasma screen TV.
please recycle
LONG BEACH, Calif. – 
A California podiatrist who 
made history when he shot 
2,750 consecutive free throws 
has died. He was 94.
Dr. Tom Amberry died in 
Long Beach on March 18, said 
his granddaughter, Roxanne 
Amberry.
The retired podiatrist 
earned a spot in Guinness 
World Records and brief ce-
lebrity in 1993 after he lobbed 
in shot after shot for 12 hours.
Amberry later said he 
could have shot many more 
free throws, but a janitor inter-
rupted him because it was time 
turn off the lights and close the 
small rec center gym in Orange 
County.
“I could have made more 
— a lot more,” Amberry said, 
according to the Los Angeles 
Times. “But they were clos-
ing the gym, so they kicked me 
out.”
Born in Grand Forks, 
North Dakota, Amberry played 
basketball for the University 
of North Dakota and later 
transferred to Long Beach City 
College, where he was named 
Junior College Player of the 
Year.
He then was offered a 
contract by the then-Minneap-
olis Lakers, but instead chose 
to attend podiatry school. He 
opened his own practice in 
Long Beach in 1951.
Amberry made basketball 
his hobby after retiring in 1991 
and would shoot at least 500 
free throws at an athletic club 
in Seal Beach each day, except 
for Sunday.
He made 500 consecutive 
free throws on 473 separate oc-
casions, according to notes he 
kept.
“A free throw takes six 
seconds, and you can’t think 
of anything else during those 
six seconds,” he explained to 
Sports Illustrated in 1994.
Amberry wrote a book 
titled “Free Throw: 7 Steps 
to Success at the Free Throw 
Line” and was in high demand 
by basketball coaches from 
high school to the NBA.
Amberry is survived by 
sons Bill, Tom and Robert, 
12 grandchildren and 11 great 
grandchildren. He was preced-
ed in death by his wife, Elon, 
and a son, Tim.
In Brief
Free throw record holder dies at 94
WINCHESTER, Va. – Po-
lice in Virginia have arrested a 
man who was dressed as comic 
book villain the Joker and re-
portedly carrying a sword.
Winchester Police Depart-
ment spokeswoman Jennifer 
Hall said in a news release that 
the department got several 911 
calls Friday afternoon report-
ing a man made up as Batman’s 
nemesis. He was wearing a 
cape and carrying a sword.
Thirty-one-year-old Jer-
emy Putman has been charged 
with wearing a mask in public, 
a felony that can result in a 
year in jail.
It wasn’t immediately 
clear whether Putman has a 
lawyer.
Man dressed as comic book villain arrested
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If you made your own beer, what 
would you name it and how 
would it taste?
“It would be a summer IPA called 
“Ollie’s Ale” (after my dog.)” 
- Colleen
“Definitely a summer shandy... 
Let’s go with a pear summer 
shandy named “Lostbrook” 
after the street I grew up on.” 
- Allie
“I’m gonna combine my 
two obsessions here and 
say mine would be a ha-
zelnut coffee stout. I’d call 
it ‘Hazel’s Brew’ after my 
late aunt.” - Elizabeth
“Pancake flavored - 
‘Breakfast Beer.’” - Zack
“Caramel twist - ‘Alycia’s Ale.’” 
- Alycia
“I would name it ‘Cran-
Apple,’ and it would just be 
cranberry apple juice.”
- Nick
“‘Sweater Beer,’ and it’d be strong 
as heck.” - Tyler
Newsroom Poll
“‘Brian’s Brew,’ and it would taste 
like sweet victory.” - Brian
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 Student Body General Elections
The Student Body General Elections to appoint a new student body president, vice president and university system student board representative will begin at 12:01 a.m. 
Wednesday, March 29 and will be open for voting through Friday, March 31.  To vote, students can find the ballot on Wildcatlink during the allotted times. The winners are expected 
to be announced this weekend. Not sure who to vote for? Here are the candidates’ answers on a few important issues to help you get to know them better.  Your voice matters, so 
be sure to vote.
Student Body President and Vice President candidates
Carley Rotenberg and Alexandra Burroughs 
(Left) Alexandra Burroughs, (Right) Carley Rotenberg
My name is Carley Rotenberg and I am currently your student body vice president. I am a junior political 
science major, in Army ROTC and involved in other things across campus. My running mate is Alexandra 
Burroughs, a junior psychology and justice studies major, sister in Chi Omega Fraternity, member of Greek 
Inter-varsity and numerous other organizations. Serving as student body president is something we are pas-
sionate about because we know that if we are elected we can make a positive change. We are fortunate here 
at UNH to have a very diverse community that deserves equal representation across the board. Representing 
all students and portraying what they want to administration is no easy task, however Alexandra and I are 
prepared and up to the task. 
What do you think the best 
way to communicate with students 
is?
The best way to communi-
cate with students is face to face. 
Being present with flyers and 
posters in highly populated areas 
like Union Court and HoCo dur-
ing lunchtime is one of the most 
effective ways of getting students 
attention. Social media is definite-
ly a good way of communicating 
as well, but it is not as credible and 
does not carry as much weight as 
talking to someone in person can.
Do you have experience 
working with administration? 
How will you go about communi-
cating student concerns with ad-
ministration?
As current student body vice 
president I have an abundance of 
experience speaking to and meet-
ing with administration. I have 
spent countless hours working 
with faculty and staff across cam-
pus advocating for what students 
want and working with them to 
create change. Alexandra has 
worked with faculty within the 
MUB, and Alumni as Chi Omega 
Alumni Director. Something stu-
dents are fortunate to have the 
ability to do at UNH is commu-
nicate with administration that is 
so willing to talk to students. Fac-
ulty will happily sit down with 
students, and this is how I would 
voice the concerns of students, by 
speaking to them one on one.
What is the first issue you 
would look into?
The first issue we would look 
into is following up on the Student 
Senate resolution regarding Presi-
dent Trump’s travel ban and how 
President Huddleston is dealing 
with President Trump’s changes 
that affect students here at UNH. 
I want to learn what can be done 
here as students and how Student 
Senate can help more. This issue 
is time sensitive and pressing and 
needs more attention drawn to it.
What are the top 3 issues you 
would address?
The top three issues we will 
address are getting funding for 
the PCAC, reworking the snow 
removal process for next winter 
and making students overall more 
aware of Student Senate and what 
we can do for them to make a dif-
ference.
Why are you running?
Alexandra and I are running 
because we genuinely believe that 
we have the experience, knowl-
edge and ability to advocate for 
students in a positive way. We 
know that we have voices big 
enough to make sure that students 
are heard and positive change can 
come out of our representation. 
What makes you different 
from the other candidates?
What sets us apart from the 
other candidates is that we have 
an understanding of what it takes 
to make a change on campus and 
will take an educational approach 
on these changes instead of de-
manding unrealistic things.
What do you think the best 
way to communicate with students 
is?
Showing up to clubs, orgs, 
hall councils and student meet-
ings. Listening to what our stu-
dents have to say. It is as simple 
as that. This shouldn’t be a revo-
lutionary idea, but unfortunately 
many of the groups I visited cited 
the lack of visibility of student 
government as a major concern 
to them. I believe being engaged 
with the student body is pertinent 
to the success of any student body 
president, not just during the cam-
paign trail. Luke and I have gone 
to multiple hall councils, orgs and 
Greek Life chapter meetings, lis-
tening to the concerns of students 
and talked about how we can work 
together to fix them. 
Do you have experience 
working with administration? 
How will you go about communi-
cating student concerns with ad-
ministration?
I have made many strong 
connections with university de-
partments such as Residential 
Life, Housing, Office of Com-
munity Standards and the Board 
of Governors, to name a few. I 
believe the strongest way to com-
municate student concerns with 
the administration is to bridge the 
gap between these resources and 
the students. Holding open fo-
rums in which both student body 
and administration representatives 
can ask and respond to questions 
will be extremely productive. Ulti-
mately, it comes down to working 
with both sides to find a solution 
that is progressive in scope, yet 
realistic with current university 
resources. 
What is the first issue you 
would look into?
Transparency and commu-
nication between student govern-
ment and the student body. These 
issues go hand in hand. This has 
been a notoriously poor area for 
our student government for many 
years, and I intend to fix that. I 
believe that social media needs to 
play a bigger role in informing stu-
dents of what action student gov-
ernment is taking. We should have 
a weekly email and social posts 
available to all students outlin-
ing what we are discussing, what 
resolutions are on the table and 
why. On top of this, I believe ev-
ery student organization and hall 
council should be at least offered 
a chance to have a student senator 
come in and take questions once a 
semester. We need to do better by 
the students. The student’s voice is 
important and we need to realize 
that. 
What are the top 3 issues you 
would address?
Transparency, improving 
student resources and fiscal re-
sponsibility will be my priorities. 
The whole goal of our campaign 
is to allow the student voice to be 
heard, and these three areas are 
what our student body has ex-
pressed the most concern for. They 
want representatives that fight for 
them, but are accountable for the 
actions they take. They want sup-
port for student resources that 
ease their problems. They want a 
university willing to spend money 
to make necessary changes to sup-
port student growth. The issue is 
there is a disconnect between what 
student senate has been doing, and 
what the student body has been 
asking for. If elected, I will make 
it my mission to align the actions 
of student body government with 
the concerns of the student body. 
Why are you running?
The University of New 
Hampshire is such an incred-
ible campus with an even more 
impressive student body. Being 
given a chance to represent this 
passionate and driven community 
has been such a humbling expe-
rience for me. Regardless of the 
outcome, I am very proud of the 
great work Luke and I have done 
to give students the opportunity to 
have their voice heard. At the end 
of the day, I will always continue 
to fight for what we all deserve as 
students of UNH and that is what 
my campaign is all about.  
What makes you different 
from the other candidates?
I have not been part of the 
student government. The other 
two candidates are strong and pas-
sionate individuals, but they were 
both involved with the affairs of 
student government. While some 
successes have resulted from this 
past year’s assembly, their experi-
ence is consistent with the prob-
lem of student government, not 
the solution. So many students 
and campus organizations still feel 
as if their voice hasn’t been heard, 
which is unacceptable to me. I 
have been integrally involved 
with the student body through two 
years of service as a resident assis-
tant and continue to do everything 
I can to hear from UNH students. 
My campaign has, and always will 
be, about giving students a voice.  
Chris Mignanelli and Luke Daly
The University of New Hampshire Student Government should embody the voice of the entire student 
body, fighting to protect our rights as students and people. Through my experiences at this institution, I feel 
that this high standard is not being upheld by our student government. I want to show the student body that, 
when we all stand together, our voices are profoundly powerful. That has been the goal of my campaign, to 
ensure more students are getting their voices heard. 
(Left) Chris Mignanelli, (Right) Luke Daly
Elena Ryan and José Calvo Hello, my name is Elena Bjerregaard Ryan, I’m a junior political science, international affairs and women’s studies major, and I am currently running to become your next student body president. Although most of you don’t know me, I hope my experi-
ence and passion about this work will convince you that I am the most qualified candidate for the job.
continued on page 11
What do you think the best 
way to communicate with students 
is?
I believe the best way to 
communicate is always to be 
engaging in the community, 
whether through participating in 
events or meeting with students 
who have a stake in what student 
government is working on. It is 
important that we as representa-
tives are involving relevant stu-
dents in the work we are doing 
across the institution, as well as 
adequately informing students 
about what is being worked on 
and accomplished. A step toward 
opening lines of communication 
more would be to have weekly or 
monthly newsletters come from 
our office that students can sub-
scribe to, as an addition to the sen-
ate page that is already published 
in TNH. Having more town halls, 
and question and answer sessions 
with students, like the ones being 
held by President Huddleston cur-
rently, would also go toward hav-
ing more solid communication 
with the student body. I want not 
only for students to know what is 
happening in student government, 
but feel connected to the student 
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Christian Merheb
What do you think the best 
way to communicate with stu-
dents is?
As a member of the Student 
Senate for the past two years, I 
have seen what I believe truly 
works and what does not in reach-
ing out to students. If I am allot-
ted the opportunity to be a stu-
dent representative on the Board 
of Trustees, I would continue to 
conduct small town hall oppor-
tunities with groups on campus 
to hear their concern and work to 
address them in a timely manner. 
Additionally, I would continue to 
hold regularly scheduled office 
hours to be consistently available 
to students. 
Do you have experience 
working with administration? 
How will you go about communi-
cating student concerns with ad-
ministration?
As a past student senate busi-
ness manager and campus struc-
ture chairperson, I have worked 
with key administrators in charge 
of student life and I have worked 
hard to ensure that the relation-
ship between students and admin-
istration is strong and productive. 
I will make sure to continue be-
ing steadfast in my meetings with 
administration and work to form 
productive, long-term relation-
ships that will benefit students.
What is the first issue you 
would look into?
One of the first issues that I 
would look into is how to solve 
the problem of rising UNH tuition. 
I will work closely with state of-
ficials and university administra-
tors to hopefully freeze (and work 
toward lowering) UNH’s tuition. 
I am extremely passionate about 
this issue because all students 
are struggling with the high cost 
of tuition and I want to do every-
thing in my power to help them 
and make college affordable.
What are the top 3 issues you 
would address? 
My top three issues are cost 
of tuition, greater support for 
Fraternity and Sorority life and 
implementation of more open ed-
ucational resources in classrooms 
(free or low cost textbooks). As 
a student, the cost of college and 
textbooks is extremely cumber-
some. Over the past six months, 
I have worked for the current 
board representative as his senior 
policy advisor and I believe that 
those are two domains in which 
a board representative can push 
for great change. I have already 
begun working on an initiative 
to lower textbook costs and will 
continue to do so regardless if I 
am elected into this position. As 
a fraternity man and the current 
interfraternity council president, I 
have worked hard to help Greek 
Life and will continue to ensure 
that their voices are heard. Many 
fraternities are struggling to ob-
tain housing and I hope to work 
with officials not only in state 
and local government, but also 
at UNH to alleviate this prob-
lem.
Why are you running?
While growing up my par-
ents instilled within me a sense 
of duty and dedication to the 
community. For this reason, 
I have always sought out op-
portunities to help people and 
be the voice for those without 
one. After working in student 
leadership, I believe that being 
a student representative to the 
Board of Trustees is the best 
way to continue the work that I 
have been doing.
What makes you different 
from the other candidates?
I believe that my experience 
and track record sets me apart. 
Over the past two years I have 
worked hard in the Student Sen-
ate advocating for reforms and 
will continue to do so regardless. 
I currently work for the student 
board representative and I have 
an in depth understanding of what 
the job entails and how I can con-
tinue the great work that past rep-
resentatives have accomplished. 
Letter to the Editor
Over the course of the past 
three years at UNH, I have had 
the privilege of serving in Stu-
dent Senate in various capaci-
ties, and have had the chance to 
work with different student body 
presidents and learn about the dif-
ferent responsibilities they have. 
I wholeheartedly believe that 
Elena Ryan and Jose Calvo will 
make an outstanding student body 
president and vice president. I am 
extremely proud to support them 
and I look forward to casting my 
vote for them.
During her time at UNH, 
Elena Ryan has dedicated her-
self to fighting for the rights and 
freedoms of all students. While 
legislators in Concord are trying 
to pass legislation to restrict the 
voting rights of students, Elena 
Ryan has fought tirelessly to de-
fend the right of every student 
to participate in the democratic 
process. I served with Elena as 
co-President of the UNH College 
Democrats. As co-President, Ele-
na utilized her leadership skills to 
lead a campaign which saw UNH 
students vote in record numbers 
during this past election. While 
working on campaigns with her, 
I saw Elena passionately advo-
cate for issues that affect young 
people, particularly higher edu-
cation policy and voting rights. 
She helped bring thousands of 
students into the political process 
who otherwise would not have 
participated. 
I serve as community devel-
opment chair for Student Senate. 
During this semester Elena has 
served on the Community De-
velopment Council and has been 
instrumental in advocating for the 
issues our council is pushing for. 
She has worked to combat bias 
incidents on campus, support in-
ternational students on campus 
and revise Housing and Resi-
dential Life’s anti-discrimination 
policies. Elena is an outstanding 
advocate for social justice, and as 
a member of the Community De-
velopment Council she has been 
a strong voice for the rights of all 
students. 
It has been such a privi-
lege over these past three years 
to work with Elena and observe 
her incredible leadership skills. 
I’ve seen her advocate on behalf 
of students with passion, convic-
tion, courage and purpose. Simply 
put, she is the ideal student body 
president.
I’ve also had the privilege 
of getting to know José Calvo. I 
first met José when he joined Phi 
Mu Delta last year. As soon as he 
joined, he immediately took on 
leadership roles in the chapter. 
He is constantly looking for new 
ways to serve the student body, 
and make our campus a more eq-
uitable place. I believe that José 
will thrive in the position of stu-
dent body vice president. 
I’m so proud to know Elena 
and Jose, and I’ve been deeply 
honored to have the chance to 
work with such dedicated pub-
lic servants. I have absolutely no 
doubt that Elena and José will 
be outstanding representatives 
for our student body. I hope all 
students will look into Elena and 





government body, and to me 
and José as people.
Do you have experience 
working with administration? 
How will you go about communi-
cating student concerns with ad-
ministration?
Although I haven’t dedicated 
the majority of my time at UNH 
toward administrative work, I 
have participated in projects with 
Administrators, like the Breaking 
Bread program launching next 
week and efforts relating to the 
bias incidents that have happened 
on campus after the election. I do, 
however, believe I have an exten-
sive understanding of how this in-
stitution functions, by having put a 
great amount of energy into learn-
ing as much as I can through rep-
resentatives in Student Senate and 
students that do interact with the 
Administration. Most importantly 
for communicating concerns of 
students effectively, it is funda-
mentally about creating a balance 
between having a good relation-
ship to Administrators, while still 
not being afraid to voice your 
opinion when needed to truly fight 
for students.
What is the first issue you 
would look into? 
The high cost of attending 
this institution is something that 
affects every student on this cam-
pus, and the first issue we will 
tackle is your tuition. New Hamp-
shire is dead last in the country in 
its ranking of the proportion of 
state funding that goes to higher 
education, and as of now the bud-
get for university state funding 
is not increasing. This is putting 
students, especially out-of-state 
students, at risk for having their 
tuition go up. Because of the wide 
scope of this issue, it will be one 
of the first things that we tackle 
when in office. We will ensure 
that the university makes it a pri-
ority to keep tuition frozen and 
keep costs down for students. We 
want the university to continue to 
move in the direction of making 
higher education more accessible 
to all young people, like they have 
already done with their program 
to have in-state students on a Pell 
Grant get their degree tuition free.
What are the top 3 issues you 
would address?
Firstly, we want students to 
feel connected to student govern-
ment and their representatives and 
we know Student Senate can seem 
far away from the daily lives of 
the student body. Working with 
the Student Senate for the time 
that we have, we have no doubt 
that the representatives within 
the body are truly dedicated and 
working hard to better the lives of 
students. These efforts are, how-
ever, not always conveyed very 
well to the larger student body, 
and we will work toward better-
ing that communication, through 
bi-weekly newsletters from our 
office, and having more open fo-
rums for students to engage.
Second, one of the most sub-
stantial ways we can directly affect 
students’ lives is by getting money 
back into their pockets. Our efforts 
to reduce costs will go beyond just 
having tuition stay frozen and at-
tempting to lower fees, but will 
also be realized through more 
innovative means, like ensuring 
UNH is participating in the Open 
Educational Resources program to 
make textbooks available online 
for free and expanding employ-
ment opportunities for students.
Third, the well-being of stu-
dents is essential to students hav-
ing a successful college experi-
ence. We want to guarantee that 
students have the level of care 
and services they need to be able 
to flourish, both mentally and 
physically. Health Services, the 
Counseling Center and programs 
like SHARPP need to be sup-
ported and strengthened, so they 
are providing the type of care that 
students need.
Why are you running?
I am deeply invested in this 
community, and I feel a duty to 
ensure that it is thriving to the best 
of its ability. I have a desire to im-
prove the world around me, and 
the place where I believe I current-
ly can affect the most change is 
within this cam-
pus and with my 
fellow students. 
Being in a posi-
tion of leadership 




thing I know that 
I am good at and 
is exactly what 
the student body 
needs from their 
representative. 
Engaging in this type of policy 
work is something I am genuinely 
passionate about, and something I 
intend to dedicate my life to. 
What makes you different 
from the other candidates?
Not only have I been in-
volved with the UNH campus, but 
I have been immensely involved 
in the outside forces that affect it 
as well. Much of the work that I 
have done at this institution has 
been about getting students mo-
bilized to engage in the political 
processes that affect them, and so I 
have gained a unique understand-
ing about how those outside pro-
cesses work, and how they interact 
with this university. This gives me 
distinctive skills in the advocacy 
work I will be doing on behalf of 
students inside and outside of the 
institution. I also have substantial 
leadership experience and train-
ing by running a major organiza-
tion on campus for two years, as 
well as having positions on an ex-
ecutive board and as a chair, and 
working as a leader for programs 
like PAWs. I am confident that I 
am a person capable of success-
fully navigating both the dynam-
ics of making a working group 
function well, and the logistical 
ins and outs of this institution. 
While this of course is an am-
ple amount of information about 
me and my run for president, it 
only scratches the surface of what 
my plans are for this governing 
body and institution. I highly en-
courage you to further look into 
my platform, and the platform 
of all the candidates, so you can 
make as informed a decision as 
possible. And most importantly, 
make sure to vote!
(Left) Elena Ryan, (Right) José Calvo
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As students, we pay a hefty sum 
of money for four years of collegiate 
education and, fi ngers crossed, a de-
gree at the end of it. As a result, Dur-
ham becomes our home for four years. 
When a place becomes your home, you 
care about its wellbeing. And if there’s 
a problem at home you or your neigh-
bors, you want it fi xed. We have a lot 
invested in our community, and though 
I’m proud to call the University of 
New Hampshire my home, there’s still 
many issues that need fi xing and there 
is much to be improved.
The week before spring break, a 
bill came to the New Hampshire State 
Senate which would limit out of state 
students from voting in New Hamp-
shire elections despite living in New 
Hampshire for the entire academic 
year. The week before spring break, 
many students were busy sudying for 
midterms, or making plans for the va-
cation. The week before spring break, 
Elena Ryan was in Concord testify-
ing on behalf of students. Jose Calvo 
serves as the philanthropy chairperson 
for the fraternity Phi Mu Delta, which 
involves planning charity events and 
fundraisers. Both have been incredibly 
active in student activities. Both have 
been listening to the concerns of stu-
dents for three years. To me, all of this 
shows  how committed both Elena and 
Jose are to helping and engaging with 
students and the community.
We all do our part to make sure 
that our community is a better place. 
But I’ve seen the work that Elena and 
Jose have done for the student body. 
I’ve seen the hours that each of them 
have put into working toward fi nding 
solutions to tough problems. I know 
that they do it because they, too, view 
this place as their home and their fel-
low students as their neighbors and as 
their friends. That’s why I’m asking for 
you to consider voting for Elena Ryan 
and Jose Calvo in the upcoming stu-
dent body elections. If you’re unsure, 
reach out to them. Tell them concerns 
– tell them what you want fi xed in your 
community. They’ll listen, and the im-
portance of that cannot be overstated.
Jake Adams
Student Activity Fee 
Committee Chairperson
Letter to the Editor
Taking on a charging bull
This past Saturday I took a trip to NYC and found myself standing next to 
the newly famous brave little 
girl staring down the Charging 
Bull on Wall Street. You can 
tell that this fearless little girl is 
standing strong; she makes one 
feel confi dent that the bull is up 
for a challenge; that she isn’t go-
ing down without a fi ght. This 
girl celebrates all of the people 
who resisted injustice, inequal-
ity, a voice unheard. In today’s 
issue of The New Hampshire we 
have our own bull fi ghter, Jor-
dyn, who is published on page 
13. 
On A1, you can read about 
SHARPP’s display on street ha-
rassment that was completely 
taken down by the MUB staff 
in response to,  “multiple mem-
bers of the UNH community,” 
voicing concerns that, “the 
language in some of the plac-
ards was beyond what the reasonable 
person would expect to see in a public 
space,” according to Dean of Students 
Ted Kirkpatrick. The wall had phrases 
such as, “fl ash your boobs,” “hey la-
dies, you up for a good time?” “hey 
baby, you got a boyfriend?” and “I’ll 
buy you a drink if you suck me off.” 
All real phrases said to real students at 
UNH. 
While these and other phrases 
may be diffi cult to read and process 
that these were real things said to stu-
dents in this town we call home, si-
lencing the issue by taking down the 
reality of verbal harassment is a seri-
ous problem. Silencing these issues 
puts a muzzle on the brave voices that 
want and need to be heard. Reality is 
not always pretty, UNH is not a perfect 
place where nothing bad happens and 
no harassment is experienced, and the 
MUB and administration closed this 
platform for discussion. Not to men-
tion, members of SHARPP were will-
ing and open to replacing panels that 
people were fi nding “offensive.” 
You can read Jordyn’s beautiful-
ly written letter to the editor on why 
keeping the display up and the mean-
ing of taking it down for more insight 
on the overall cause. However, I am 
here to bring to light what Jordyn is 
doing and how she is setting an exam-
ple that I have often encouraged many 
other students to follow: standing up 
for what she believes in. Jordyn saw 
a justice issue, she stood up and she 
spoke out. She put her name 
on something of meaning to 
her, which is a true act of 
bravery. I fi nd that although 
many are willing to stand up 
in a crowd, it takes a true act 
of bravery to stand up as a 
singular individual. 
When this story hit state 
news and started getting 
shared all over Facebook, Ali 
Jurta, the executive editor of 
The New Hampshire from 
1992, reached out and wrote 
how she had written editori-
als on similar struggles with 
the university shielding the 
public from problems of sex-
ual harassment and assault 
that happens on campus. 
Jurta calls for the university 
to respond to why situations 
related to sexual harassment 
and assault were shielded. 
That was 1992. Twenty fi ve 
years later in 2017 and Jurta 
and I are writing editorials 
that could be published next to each 
other. 
The girl staring down the bull 
is a symbolic reminder that even if 
there is no crowd there to back you 
up, you have to stand strong and fi ght. 
Whether that means fi ghting for the 
acknowledgment of street harassment 
on campus or refusing to give a seat 
up on the bus, one voice can teach the 
world a song, one voice can show that 
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Spoilers. 
James Mangold, director of 
“Logan,” made several remarks 
recently detailing his dissatisfac-
tion with Marvel’s Avengers and 
its many offshoots. Essentially, 
he described movies that he sees 
as two hour trailers for upcoming 
sequels, prequels and the never-
ending trail of blockbusters that 
fail on an important level accord-
ing to Mangold: characterization. 
Characterization is only 
barely developed according to 
Mangold. Each character in the 
overpacked Marvel universe is 
given a few minutes to have an 
arc and no defined progress of 
character is established. Most au-
diences might be able to put up 
with this for continuous action 
and quips, but many get sick of it. 
“Logan” is unique among the 
Marvel movies in that it spends 
much of the movie building arcs 
for Logan, Professor X and Laura, 
while establishing a Western set-
ting and brutal violence as driv-
ers of the post-apocalyptic world. 
Most superhero movies never 
come this close to emotional and 
intellectual engagement. The 
only other ones I can name in the 
Marvel universe having done the 
same are “Guardians of the Gal-
axy” and “Iron Man,” which have 
very original stories and styles.  
Wolverine is a character who 
has passed through many dark 
times. He’s more than 150 years 
old and in the comics continually 
faces one depressing event after 
another. Since X-Men came onto 
the scene 17 years ago, it has been 
an inconsistent series. That said, 
Wolverine is the strongest part 
of it, especially Hugh Jackman, 
who’s put a lot into developing 
“Logan” and giving viewers a 
dependable hero even when other 
parts of the movies were faulting. 
I like a lot of the X-Men movies, 
but “Logan” is the best. 
In the opening scene, we 
open on a tired Wolverine. He’s 
physically and emotionally at his 
end. As a limousine driver on the 
American-Mexican border, he’s 
dying before us. He’s spending 
time saving money for an escape 
to the ocean with Professor X, a 
mentor and beloved friend, and 
drinking until the pain which can 
never fade will pass in a death that 
can never come. Wolverine hates 
himself. Almost all of those he’s 
loved are dead. Until, someone 
who’s very much like himself 
shows up. 
Laura, a young girl with a 
knack for clawing up bad guys and 
not talking too much, shows up at 
Logan’s hideout. Logan is having 
none of it. When the movie’s vil-
lain, Pierce, shows up Logan has 
but no choice to help Laura to get 
to the Canadian border through a 
dangerous American landscape.
The emotional aspects of this 
film are by far its strongest attri-
butes. The relationship between 
Logan and Professor X, or “Pro-
fessor,” as Logan refers to him, is 
like that of father and son. Profes-
sor X is ailed by some type of de-
mentia which causes his powers 
to get out of whack and Logan 
drinks copiously while trying to 
ignore his friend’s perceptive psy-
chological insights. 
This tension builds until Pro-
fessor X dies brutally and abrupt-
ly. Wolverine’s reaction encapsu-
lates everything about their long 
journey together. Their  mixed 
feelings, the never ending vio-
lence and the hope for some type 
of renewal at the end.  
Laura is rather quiet for the 
first two acts of the film. It isn’t 
until Professor X dies, that she 
starts speaking. Before that, Lo-
gan and Laura are mostly a kill-
ing duo, having some of the best 
action sequences of any superhero 
movie since “The Dark Knight.” 
It is brutal violence, with lots of 
limbs lost, but the fury is felt and 
earned. While “Logan” doesn’t 
do anything technically original, 
its investment in character pays 
off when they’re fighting and 
audiences are engaged. It isn’t 
until Logan must rely on Laura 
for strength, that they both learn 
things about themselves. Logan 
is found to be Laura’s biological 
father, giving him a sense of pur-
pose and she finds a hero. Logan 
dying at the end, gives both of 
them a peace each had been look-
ing for. 
I haven’t gotten into the 
deeper plot points and each char-
acter, but I feel like I hit upon 
what stayed with me. At the end 
of a good movie, if characters and 
scenes stay with you afterward 
and you walk out transformed, 
then the movie succeeded. I know 
it’s just a superhero movie, but it 
hit me close. I connected with it. 
And art, above all is supposed to 
speak to us. Not many blockbust-
ers do that anymore, but I was 
genuinely surprised by this one. 
Notes:
The end song is “The Man 
Comes Around” by Johnny Cash 
and it was a brilliant choice. Very 
apocalyptic.   
Pierce, while not a great vil-
lain, is much better than many 
other ones Marvel has produced. 
He acts very realistically in the 
brutal environment surrounding 
him. 
I hope Hugh Jackman 
doesn’t reprise his role as Wolver-
ine. He’s great, but this should be 
the end for Jackman. That said, I 





Last December, around 8 
p.m., I was walking home from 
the MUB to my dorm, which takes 
about five minutes. A car with two 
or three guys in it slowed down 
next to the sidewalk and one of 
them asked, “Hey baby, where 
you going?” Having already 
experienced street harassment 
countless times, I was fed up with 
feeling afraid to walk home at 
night. Only a few nights before, I 
was “cat called” three times while 
walking home from the Freedom 
Café, about an eight-minute walk 
from my dorm. 
So, in my frustration, I shout-
ed back something I shouldn’t 
have said to him. But there was 
no response from me that could 
have justified his next actions. 
“What the f--k did you just say,” 
he asked, and started to open his 
door and get out of the car. He was 
probably just messing with me to 
get a laugh out of his friends, but 
in the moment, I was terrified, and 
I ran. 
Something had to change. 
I and countless other men and 
women I know experienced this 
type of harassment so often that 
they didn’t even think about 
it anymore, or pushed it off as 
something that “just happened to 
them.” Street harassment is any 
type of unwanted verbal or physi-
cal action forced upon a stranger 
in a public space. It is often por-
trayed as something that is okay, 
complimentary, a joke, and in 
some cases, an expression of free 
speech. It is none of these things; 
street harassment is considered 
a human rights issue because it 
limits a person’s ability to be in 
public.
 As a community educa-
tor with the Sexual Harassment 
and Rape Prevention Program 
(SHARPP), I had access to a 
platform on which I could por-
tray a message on the issue. We 
started planning the “Wildcats 
STOP Street Harassment” cam-
paign in December. As I wanted 
a more personalized view of what 
street harassment looks like on 
the UNH campus, we conducted 
a survey of 190 students and de-
cided we should share the results 
on the third floor Memorial Union 
Building (MUB) wall, which 
SHARPP utilizes every spring. In 
addition to some basic questions 
around the subject, students could 
provide an example of something 
that had been said to them on the 
street. It was these quotes that 
we would display upon the wall, 
in addition to statistics, facts and 
resources. 
Our project was censored 
within a few hours of installment. 
According to the administration, 
the quotes were too “offensive” 
and “inappropriate;” MUB staff 
and the dean of students were 
receiving complaints about the 
quotes and the administration was 
worried about tour groups seeing 
the display and changing their de-
cisions. The entire wall was taken 
down. 
The survey revealed that 67 
percent of UNH students who 
took the survey experienced some 
form of street harassment. The 
most surprising thing about our 
findings was the volume of physi-
cal harassment. 20 percent who 
took the survey reported sexual 
touching or grabbing, 18 percent 
reported that they had been fol-
lowed, and four percent reported 
assault. Of the 190 that took the 
survey, we received 88 written 
responses that we could use as 
quotes for the MUB installation. 
When the administration tore 
down the display, they silenced 
those voices. All we wanted to do 
was provide education, resources, 
and support for students that felt 
unsafe on campus, and the plat-
form was taken away. Not only 
did they remove the quotes that 
were deemed “inappropriate,” 
they removed the statistical data, 
facts, definitions and resources 
that we provided for students. 
This censorship strongly implies 
that the administration does not 
consider street harassment to be 
an important issue. 
To counter the administra-
tion’s arguments, I would say that 
offense is the appropriate response 
to the quotes on the wall. Our dis-
play contained real things that had 
been said to students on this cam-
pus, and yes, they were horrible. 
That fact should upset people and 
cause them to want to take action 
on the issue, like we did. We did 
not pull these quotes from the in-
ternet for shock value, we pulled 
them from a survey that we con-
ducted and that UNH students an-
swered. Words like “boobs” and 
“suck” are not horribly vulgar or 
profane and the response from the 
administration was uncalled for. I 
do not believe I did anything of-
fensive or controversial; my in-
tention was to spark dialogue on 
an important topic that has not 
been addressed on this campus, 
but the issue can never be mended 
or even discussed if it is hidden. 
Sexual harassment is not a 
happy topic, but it is a topic that 
needs to be addressed so that we 
can fix it. UNH is nationally rec-
ognized for its leading sexual as-
sault awareness and prevention 
program, and the administration 
has deeply let us down by sweep-
ing the issue under the rug. The 
administration has silenced voic-
es that ache to be heard, they have 
prioritized recruitment over the 
safety of their own students, and 
they have let down a student body 
that depends on it to listen to its 
stories and keep it safe. 
While it doesn’t look like our 
display will ever go back up onto 
the MUB wall, the street harass-
ment campaign will not be going 
away. There will be a poster cam-
paign to kick off Sexual Assault 
Awareness Month during the first 
week of April, which also happens 
to be street harassment awareness 
week. The quotes that once hung 
proudly upon the wall will not be 
going away; we will definitely be 
using them. Those who shared 
their stories will not be silenced, 
and we will make sure their voic-
es are heard one way or another.
 Jordyn Haime
First year student, SHARPP 
community  educator
Letters to the Editor 
In defense of an ‘inappropriate’ awareness campaign
I am writing to you from a 
young female student’s perspec-
tive regarding the important issue 
of women’s reproductive rights. 
     March 8 was International 
Women’s Day, a day in which 
many women and their allies na-
tionwide participated in the “A 
Day Without a Woman” strike. I 
took a part in a local demonstra-
tion on the University of New 
Hampshire’s Durham campus 
where we stood in silence for 47 
minutes in honor of the 47,000 
people that die every year due to 
unsafe abortions.
This day was an opportunity 
to raise awareness about women’s 
progress as well as the many re-
strictions that keep our country 
and world from achieving gender 
parity. One of those especially 
pernicious restrictions is Donald 
Trump’s Global Gag Rule, which 
cuts funding to international 
health organizations that even 
mention abortion as an option 
when providing care. This policy 
has been found to increase unsafe 
abortion and maternal mortal-
ity rates. It is ineffective and I’m 
proud to support the #Fight4HER 
(Health, Empowerment and 
Rights) campaign in calling for its 
repeal.
Senator Jeanne Shaheen has 
introduced the Global HER Act 
to repeal the gag rule. By taking 
political action to support this 
legislation, the campaign aims to 
increase access to family planning 
and ensure that every individual is 
able to make their own healthcare 
decisions without exceptions.
My hope is that this letter 
furthers the local conversation 
within our community. I am ask-
ing for people’s support in joining 
us to fight back against this attack 
on reproductive rights. 
Mackenzie Evans
Sophomore neuroscience major
An important issue 
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for states in the long jump, 
high jump, triple jump and 
300-meter hurdles, eventually 
competing in New England’s for 
the jumps.
Despite his earned success 
his senior year, track was still a 
casual add-on for Nkounkou’s 
freshman year at UNH. 
“I remember getting ap-
proached at meets by the UNH 
coach like ‘who is this guy?’ I re-
ally didn’t think about it all until 
later in the fall when I decided to 
pick it up,” Nkounkou said. 
After doing just jumping 
events his freshman year, Nk-
ounkou expanded his repertoire 
to include the other events of the 
heptathlon and decathlon.  Now 
his outdoor track event list in-
cludes the 100-meter dash, long 
jump, high jump, 400m, 110m 
hurdles, discus throw, pole vault, 
javelin throw and 1,500m.  The 
indoor season uses the heptath-
lon, with the 60m dash, long 
jump, shot put, high jump, 60m 
hurdles, pole vault and 1,000m. 
“It’s a lot of things to juggle. 
Not everything gets the right 
amount of time or equal time, so 
that’s just how it works, just jug-
gling my time the best we can,” 
Nkounkou said on how he bal-
ances his training. 
Nkounkou does have favor-
ites as well, citing the hurdles 
and long jump as his favorite two 
because of his high school days, 
while the long-distance events 
like the 1,000m and 1,500m are 
“just not me.” While this is only 
his second year doing the hep-
tathlon and decathlon, Nkounkou 
learned a lot in his time here.
“For me, I didn’t really PR 
[personal record] till sophomore 
year for long jump. So, it’s a 
whole process and I think our 
program is really trying to appre-
ciate that and grow towards that,” 
Nkounkou said. 
Appreciating that process 
has certainly payed off for Nk-
ounkou, as he placed second in 
the America East Championships 
for the indoor heptathlon and had 
multiple new personal records in 
different events. Thinking back 
to his freshman year, Nkounkou 
sees things differently now. 
“My first meet ever, I was 
pumped, I was psyched. Like 
‘wow, so energetic, I’m in shape.’ 
Worst meet of my life. I did tri-
ple jump and long jump and got 
nowhere near my PR. Like me-
diocre stuff, I was so pissed. I 
couldn’t put my finger on it,” Nk-
ounkou said. “But once I started 
to back away from getting mad at 
myself for whatever reason [and 
say] ‘just keep practicing and 
keep going’ and then it was an 
uphill trend.” 
Nkounkou also takes time to 
understand his team.  Being a ju-
nior on a relatively young team, 
he sees the growth and team at-
titudes of everyone improving 
from a different viewpoint. 
“The team’s young. Only 
two or three senior sprinters 
around. A good part of the grow-
ing class is that they’re ready to 
learn,” he said. “They take the 
advice of the upper classmen se-
riously, they really listen to the 
navigation of the coaches which 
really helps the success of the 
team.” 
After his success this past 
indoor season, Nkounkou hopes 
to translate that energy to the out-
door track this spring as he com-
petes in the decathlon.  He’ll be 
on the hunt for the school record 
and a top place at the conference 
championship, which is being 
hosted by UNH this year. 
“There’s a lot of good com-
petition, and we’re hosting con-
ference as well.  It should be 
good, as long as there’s not a lot 
of wind,” Nkounkou said jok-
ingly. 
Keep up with Nkounkou and 
the rest of his team as they take 
to the track next weekend, March 
30-April 1, at the University of 
Maine and at the Colonial Relays 
in Williamsburg, Virginia.  
Before the game, Alex Va-
lencia, a junior nutrition science 
major from Tracy, California, 
and midfielder for the UNH 
men’s team, commented on his 
outlook for the event. 
“It’s really all about the 
memories we’re going to make 
here,” Valencia said. 
He said that it means a lot to 
him and his teammates that they 
are able to bring a smile to the 
face of someone who is living 
with a disability. 
“Everyone [on the UNH 
team] wants to play, but they 
only asked us for 10 players,” 
Valencia said. 
Linda Currier, whose son, 
Lucas, plays for NEP, was cru-
cial in setting up the event. Lu-
cas has muscular dystrophy and 
uses a power wheelchair. Linda 
is a 1986 UNH alumna and lives 
in Exeter. Linda described Lucas 
as a “sportaholic” and said that 
as his condition progressed, he 
wanted to find a way to continue 
playing the sports he loves. 
“I think that...especially for 
kids with disabilities...it’s huge 
for people to know that this is 
out there,” Currier said. “To 
have a Northeast Passage near 
us, we consider ourselves very 
fortunate.”
Currier said it’s hard for 
these players to go out because 
people look at them differently. 
But playing power soccer gives 
them the happiness they want 
because they are still able to play 
these sports. She also said that 
power soccer is a really competi-
tive sport for the players. 
Last week, The New Hamp-
shire interviewed Tony Jackson, 
the Power Soccer Coordinator 
for NEP. He said that the men’s 
team was really looking forward 
to this event after all the support 
they have gotten from Lucas 
Currier. Currier comes to their 
games and the men’s team goes 
to Currier’s games. 
“We had a lot of really 
good support out here tonight. 
We had a good crowd,” Jackson 
said. “The men’s team actually 
did a lot better than I thought 
they were going to, considering 
they’ve never played power soc-
cer before.”
Jack Dickson, a freshman 
undeclared liberal arts major 
from Bournemouth, England, is 
a midfielder for UNH. He scored 
two goals in the second half of 
the game. 
“I think [power soccer] is 
absolutely fantastic,” Dickson 
said. “Lucas is always coming to 
our games...I think it’s great that 
we can play their game and see 
what it’s like.” 
Dickson said that he had a 
lot of fun and is really looking 
forward to playing in the future.
The money that was raised 
from ticket sales, donations and 
raffle tickets is being used to 
help the NEP PowerCats go to 
the national tournament this June 
in Indianapolis, Indiana. This is 
the official U.S. Power Soccer 
Association’s tournament. 
Linda Currier wanted to 
make it known that none of this 
would have been possible with-
out the help of the UNH men’s 
team head coach, Marc Hubbard. 
“... [We] hope to build on 
this in the future,” Hubbard said. 
COURTESY OF GREG GREENE
Nkounkou placed second in the heptathlon at the America East Championships on Feb. 24-25 in Boston.
CHINA WONG/STAFF
The PowerCats outscored UNH 18-0 in the first half. The teams were mixed together for the second half. 
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Like it or not, it had to be 
said. Ever since LaVar Ball, who 
seemed to come out of nowhere, 
uttered the words that his son, 
UCLA point guard Lonzo Ball, 
could be better than two-time 
NBA MVP Stephen Curry, LaVar 
has been on a media firestorm. 
That statement then turned 
to Lonzo is better now compared 
to when Curry was at Davidson. 
Then that morphed into Lonzo is 
better than Curry right now. Mind 
you that Lonzo has yet to play a 
single minute of NBA basketball. 
Then that morphed into Lonzo 
is Magic Johnson with a jump 
shot. 
Oh wait, I’m not done yet. 
Since LaVar is such a humble and 
selfless human being (I say that 
with as much sarcasm as humanly 
possible), he has the audacity to 
say he could beat Michael Jor-
dan, yeah, that Michael Jordan, in 
a game of one-on-one basketball. 
LaVar is a guy that played 
“professional” football for the 
London Monarchs in the World 
American Football League (yeah, 
I had to look it up too to see if it 
was legit) and was a fringe prac-
tice squad player in the NFL. That 
same guy thinks he could beat the 
greatest BASKETBALL player 
of all-time in a game of one-on-
one. I’m as tired as writing all of 
this as you are reading about it. 
This leads me to my proposal to 
LaVar Ball: sit down and shut up.
I try to see both sides of 
the man, understand where he is 
coming from but I always come 
to the conclusion that he should 
just be quiet. However, I must ac-
knowledge that the Ball brothers 
are very fortunate to have a sup-
portive father in their life. That is 
one positive thing I can say about 
LaVar. 
You can’t say that he is not 
supportive of his sons and that he 
doesn’t want to see them succeed. 
I don’t want to create an over 
generalized assumption about the 
lives of professional athletes but 
the popular narrative is that some 
of the successful athletes come 
from very hard backgrounds. 
They come from tough 
neighborhoods and grew up with 
certain hardships. So, the fact that 
LaVar is present in his sons’ lives 
and is supportive of whatever en-
deavor they pursue is something 
I can respect and even admire. I 
would do the same if I knew my 
kid had the potential to be a very 
successful athlete. 
That would be fine if he 
wasn’t so brash and arrogant 
about it. That is the problem I 
have with him. 
He reminds me of that parent 
who verbally abuses the refs on 
the sideline during a grade school 
basketball game. I wouldn’t be 
surprised if he ends up on the 
sequel to Trophy Kids. I wonder 
if he even knows what kind of 
pressure he is putting on his kids. 
Does he not realize that when his 
kids go to the pros the other play-
ers in the locker room, because of 
LaVar, will alienate them? 
Then, there’s the fact that his 
kids haven’t even played profes-
sionally. They could be absolute 
flops and all that trash talk would 
be for nothing. So, one word of 
advice I can give LaVar is this: 
the day Lonzo wins more that 
LeBron and scores more than 
Curry, then you can talk. Until 
then sit down, shut up and enjoy 
that you are watching your kids 
become successful basketball 
players.
Daniel is a senior journal-
ism major. You can catch Daniel 
talking sports on Tuesday morn-
ing “Wildchats” from 7-9 a.m. on 
91.3FM WUNH Durham. 
Stony Brook dominates ‘Cats in America East opener
By CHRIS BOKUM 
STAFF WRITER
Coming off of a 13-10 home 
loss to Hofstra University on 
March 22, the UNH women’s la-
crosse team felt they played close 
enough to win. 
On Sunday afternoon against 
Stony Brook University, that was 
not the case. 
UNH was dominated Sun-
day by the No. 7 ranked Stony 
Brook Seawolves in a game that 
the ‘Cats were outmatched on 
the field and the scoreboard, fall-
ing by a score of 14-2 at Wildcat 
Stadium. 
“Stony Brook’s a good 
team,” head coach Sarah Albrecht 
said. “I think we fought in certain 
spots on the draw. On defense, I 
felt like we were following the 
game plan, so that was good.”
Entering the tilt with Stony 
Brook, New Hampshire was av-
eraging 13.67 goals against per 
game. By the end of Sunday’s 
matchup, that number would in-
crease. 
UNH felt the heat early while 
playing against a Stony Brook 
team loaded with talent. With 
roughly 20 minutes to play in the 
first half, the Seawolves were up 
7-0 and Stony Brook’s Dorrien 
Van Dyke had already netted her 
second goal of the game. 
From there, the Seawolves 
remained in full control of the 
game. 
Stony Brook would net three 
more goals to go up 10-0 before 
the end of the half and before the 
Wildcats would get on the board. 
UNH’s Carly Wooters 
scored her 14th goal of the season 
to hand the ‘Cats their first goal 
of the game, cutting the deficit to 
10-1 with an unassisted goal with 
18 seconds remaining in the half. 
The Seawolves would con-
tinue their dominance in the 
second half, beginning with four 
consecutive goals as UNH could 
not contain the Stony Brook play-
ers in and around the attacking 
zone in front of goalkeeper Kate 
Clancy, who finished with 10 
saves. 
“It was mostly us,” Albrecht 
said on the team’s challenges with 
the Seawolves. “We challenged 
ourselves. We weren’t able to run 
plays how we were supposed to 
run them and we need to be able 
to do that moving forward.” 
While Stony Brook made a 
habit of breaking down UNH’s 
defense and making pushes to-
wards the net, the ‘Cats simply 
couldn’t. 
UNH struggled with pen-
etrating the Seawolves’ defensive 
barrier in front of the net, causing 
the ‘Cats to force more passing 
along the perimeter and less scor-
ing chances. 
But with 6:10 to go, UNH 
broke through Stony Brook’s de-
fense, again, for its second goal 
of the game. Krissy Schafer net-
ted her 22nd goal of the season, 
with the assist from Rebecca Sen-
nott. 
The Wildcats remain win-
less on the season, dropping to 
0-10 on a year that has not given 
Albrecht and company much to 
build off of. 
As the losing trend continues 
for the ‘Cats, Albrecht already 
has her team focusing on the next 
test in the University of Vermont 
on Saturday, April 1 in Burling-
ton, Vermont at 3 p.m. 
“We’re looking forward to 
[Vermont],” Albrecht said. “It’s 
going to be a tough game and 
we have to make sure that we’re 
fighting. It’s a conference game 
so it’s not too hard to get ready 
for it.”
For more information, visit 
unhwildcats.com. 
WOMEN’S LACROSSE 
Dear LaVar Ball, enough is enough
Let’S MaKe It CLaRe
Daniel Clare 
COURTESY OF UNH ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS
Top: Goalkeeper Kate Clancy recorded 10 saves in Saturday’s 14-2 loss to Stony Brook.
Bottom: Senior defender Hope Kissick (middle) attempts to stop Stony Brook’s attack.
Want to share this 
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PowerCats meet Wildcats 
SPOTLIGHT 
Nkounkou raises the bar as a multi-skilled competitor 
TRACK AND FIELD 
CHINA WONG/STAFF
UNH men’s soccer raised money as part of a campaign to send the NEP Power Soccer team to the national tournament in Indianapolis this coming June. 
By JAKE DAWSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The Lundholm Gymnasium was full of smiles and charitable donations this past Sat-
urday, March 25, as the Northeast Passage (NEP) PowerCats Power Soccer team played 
a game against the UNH men’s soccer team. All the money raised from this event went to 
the NEP power soccer division. 
Power soccer, played by people who use power wheelchairs in their day-to-day lives, 
follows a four vs. four style with some different rules. There are two 20-minute halves. 
No one from the same team can be within three meters of the ball at the same time. There 
can only be two players from the same team in the goal area with one of them being the 
goalkeeper. There are no offside rules, but all other rules of soccer still apply.
The men’s soccer team did not fare too well, losing the first half 18-0. In the second 
half, the teams were mixed with the “blue” team which consisted of two NEP players and 
two men’s soccer players taking the half 3-0. 
COURTESY OF GREG GREENE
Joel Nkounkou competes in the heptathlon and decathlon which requires skill in several track and field events 
        By RYAN PAGLIARO
STAFF WRITER 
In the world of track and 
field, the heptathlon and decath-
lon are tough beasts to tame.  At-
tempted by few, the two series 
of competition require a mas-
tery of multiple events, all to be 
completed at one meet. Joel Nk-
ounkou never thought he would 
be attempting the 10 events re-
quired by the decathlon, but he 
has slowly built his strengths and 
has found himself at a good point 
in his UNH track and field career. 
Joel Nkounkou is a junior 
electrical engineering major from 
Dover. A natural athlete in high 
school, Nkounkou spent his time 
playing basketball for Dover High 
School and picked up track as an 
afterthought for his senior year.  In 
that one season, he found success 
in the triple jump when he broke 
the school record, and qualified 
NKOUNKOU
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Northeast Passage competes with UNH men’s soccer in fundraiser game
